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On September 24, Barack Hussein Obama addressed the United Nations 

General Assembly.  His rant was filled with his truths concerning climate 

change, the faults of George W. Bush, Islam is full of peace, dignity, and 

tolerance, as well as his perfect politics at securing world peace. 

 

Bruce Thornton at http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/bruce-thornton/the-

incredible-lightness-of-being-barack-obama/ writes: 

 

"(N)othing matches the surreal moral idiocy of Obama’s … indulgence of moral 

equivalency: 

 

I realize that America’s critics will be quick to point out that at times we 

too have failed to live up to our ideals; that America has plenty of problems 

within our own borders. This is true. In a summer marked by instability in 

the Middle East and Eastern Europe, I know the world also took notice of 

the small American city of Ferguson, Missouri––where a young man was 

killed, and a community was divided. 

 

Here is one of the staple dogmas of the Progressive mind: the sins and crimes of 

America that require apologies and reparations, even as the millions of dead, 

tortured, and imprisoned in other nations are shrugged off. Obama began his 

presidency with the 'apology tour' in which he donned the hair shirt of American 

guilt for its imperialist depredations, its racist sins, and its global exploitation of 

others. Then as now, Obama ignores important distinctions. To equate the 

atrocities of Islamic State or Hamas, or the shooting down of a passenger jet in 

Ukraine that cost nearly 300 lives, with what probably will turn out to be the 

justified shooting of a lawbreaker assaulting a police officer, bespeaks either 

delusion or the sophistic pandering to an audience comprising the 

representatives of nations most of which are some of the planet’s most brutal 

and murderous regimes." 

 

Mr. Thornton's critic is excellent, as far as it goes.  I have taken the opportunity 

to go one step further in criticizing Barack Hussein Obama's speech before the 

United Nations General Assembly:  My opinion is that the speech, like most of 

what Obama says and does, is 
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